
Our company is looking for a marketing manager, china. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing manager, china

Moderate travel required (industry events, developer visits, sales
support/satellite office meetings)
Manage and maintain company media material to generate patient demand
(pull marketing) and conversion, with particular focus on digital (SEM, social
media, company website )
Identify long term growth opportunities for EM DT (Automotive, Industrial,
new novel displays)
Identify step-out growth opportunities via strategic partnership options
(equity investment, JV, JD, M&A, ) in China market
Partner with field marketing specialists on local deployment including sales
support, training, product launch events, customers’ practice marketing
support, performance tracking
Develop detailed go to market plans for biometrics products being sold into
the Chinese Tier 1 OEMs with a time horizon of up to 24 months
Drive alignment between BU at headquarters and the sales/AE team to
develop a winning strategy
Understand the market trends of the China market for biometrics, and
provide product recommendations
Analyze competitor activities and create a quarterly competitive analysis
report
Keep sales team motivated to focus on biometrics through visibility, meetings
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Qualifications for marketing manager, china

Deep experience in building best-in-class marketing programs, marketing
content (presentation, whitepaper, datasheet, web content, Youtube and
online videos)
Degree in marketing or relevant field
Fluent both in wrote and spoke English and Chinese
Experienced in e-commerce or know the key elements of the e-commerce
platform
Fluency in English and Mandarin is required and one other Asian language is
a plus
Proven track record with more than 8 years of product management and/or
marketing career from healthcare industry, like Pharmaceutical or Medical
device in China


